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Abstract: In this research, a multi-step ahead prediction algorithm of link travel time was
developed using Kalman hlter technifuue. Control variable-s commonly used for freeway
control are flow rate (volume), occupancy and density, and speed. Cunently these traffic
variables are collected by broadcasting reporters or CCTV, and by l7 image detectors on
Olympic expressway. Various techniques such as time series analysis, neural network, and
Kalman filter were investigated to estimate and to predict short-term link travel time. The
algorithm performance were tested in terms of performance measures such as MARE(mean
absolute relative error), MSE(mean square error), EC(equality coefficient). The
performance of the proposed algorithm was superior to the current one-step ahead
prediction algorithm.

I.INTRODUCTION

Control variables are measurement of certain variables that describe traffic conditions.
They are used as a basis for evaluating traffic control strategies. Control variables
conimonlv used for freewav control are flow rate(volume). occuiancv and densiw- and
speed. Crinently these traffic variables are collected by br,5idcasting ri:porters or CCTV,
and by 17 image detectors on Olympic expressway. The measured data include the
stochastic nature of the variables themselves and the presence of measurement errors. If the
data describe traffic conditions, an operator wants to know whether the situations are going
better or worse. In addition, sorire traffic information providing strategies requirE
predictions of what would be the values of traffic variables during thdnext tirie period. In
such situations. it is necessary to use a prediction algorithm in order to extract the average
trends in traffic data or mike short-t'erm predictions of the control variables. In tlils
rese-arch, a multi-step ahead prediction algorithm using Kalman filter was developed to
predlct a short-term llnk travel tlme.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The emphasis of the state-of-the-art review is on the short-term prediction of link travel
time. Okutani(1984) proposed a model employing Kalman Filter theory for predicting
short-term traffic. Pre',Jic'tion parameters are'imprSved usine the most ri:cent bredictioil
error and better volume prediction on a link is achieved bv ta[ine into account dita from a
number of links. The new model performed substantially (fup to 8b%; better than UTCS-2.
Okutani(I987) presents some applications of the Kalman Filter algorithm in transportation
and traffrc problem. Two methdds are developed for estimating and forecasting unbbserved
traffic volume on a link from volume data on other link. The ffiethods are tesGd usins data
collected from a street network in Nagoya. And it is shown that one of the above me-thods
can be easily altered into a method of predictins future traffic volume on a link from
observed ddta on a number of linki including the subject link. Sisiopiku and
Rouphail(1993) investigated the correlation between"traffic floirv and occupancy obtained
from detectors for predicting the link travel time. They showed that the conelaticin between
travel time, and traffic flow or occupancy is independent in the low traffrc demand, but is
getting increasing as occupancy increases.
Dailey(1995) presented an algorithm for estimating mean traffic speed using volume and
occufahcy dita from a single-inductance loop. ThE algorithm is based on th-e statistics of
the measurements obtained from managernent system. The algorithm produces reasonable
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sDeed estimates in the reliability test. Iwasaki and Shirao(1996) showed that short-term
li"a[ti", iitilhe of travel time on a lons section of a motbrway using the pseudo-trafftc
iattems. The auto-regressive method was introduced as a prediction model, and parameters
'of the model were id6ntified adapting an extended Kalman Filter method. The predictions-
inorfRVgl were almost less thair l0rlo, which was sigrrificantly smaller than the results of

"lt.irtuai1s. 
Chen and Dou*herty1gE7) suggested a-process for finding suitable location

of detector using Neural Net*ork. Cohen(t997) tested-the efftciency of on-line travel time
information on irban arterials in Paris.
M-ost ituaies have been conducted based on the one-step ahead prediction of the linli travel
ii-i. fnJ mutti-steo ahead prediction of link travel tinie shoulil consider the time-varying
traffrc conditions of the upstream links on the dynamic time interval basis. The multi-step
ahead prediction of link trivel time is on the early stage of the research.

3. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

3.1 Short-term Prediction Algorithms

Several techniques such as time series analysis and neural net\ryork have been-employed to
oredict link trdvel time but its complexity seems to become increase. In this research,
kffian filter technique is emDlovea f,5r developing the prediction algorithm. The
alsorithm makes use of the time seri6s of link travel time data oh the test link. This chapter
ih"ows the algorithms of time series analysis, neural network, exponential smoothing and
Kalman filteibrieflv as follows.
eruMe: Box-Jenkins methodology is suitable for predicting time-series variaLles. ARIMA
-oa"-t is fairlv suoerior when tiriL-series data is 

-stationary. 
So this model is suitable for

aoolication to the stationary traffrc pattem using historichl information. To apply Box-
Jtnkins(ANMA) model foi short+efm prediction, it needs the process of identification,
oa.amitir estimition. diasnostic checkiire. ARIMA model has limit to build prediction
inodel bv non-stationarv [affrc variables-and doesn't react sensitively the change of the
inezular'(unsteady) speed or travel time to the future prediction. General ARIMA(p'd,q)
motrel is describeil as the equation (l).

Q@) Ad y(t) = O(B)a(t) (l)

Where,y(t) : the seriesvalue at timet Ay(t) = y(t) -y( t - l)
NB) = t - 0,8'- lB2 -...- M'
0(B) : t - 082 - 0tB2 -...- 0oBo

Artificial Neural Network: Artificial Neural Network model on this study is. !apl.ti--!aye1
Feedforward model, as shown in Figure 1, which is gener+l_ly used among Artif,tcial NeUPI
Network. In oarticuiar. the back-propagation methodspecifies what changes to make to the
weishts so tliat the difference ofthe adtual and the de5ired network output is reduced. The
traniition function to generate output value from neuron is-the sigmoid function that most
senirallv used. The fomposition'of networks using Artificial Neural Network theory,
ilroush-testins various altematives, determines the network. A mathematical program,
MafLeS, w6 used to make the formation of this Neural Network. The architecture of
Artificial Neural Network on this study is shown as the equation (2).

A, pltrji (n+1) = nu 6 pji Opj + o L pVii(n)
6 pj:fi(netpi) ,k(6 PkW-) e)

where, l,-1, l= perceptrons ofinput, hidden, and output layers

llrji (n)-- weights cif 7 and i
n = gain
OpJ': output value of percePtron,l

o : momentum (constant)

o A pWji(n)= momentum
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netpj= inpul value ofperceptronT

f sigmoid function

Output hyer

l#:: iC)ooo
iOOOOOHidden

Lryer I

Input
Lryer

Figure l. Architecture of Artificial Neural Network

Exoonential Smoothinq: The exDonential smoothine
dath for predicting travil speeds.'General exponentidl
equation (3).

x(+l):x(t) + o (x(t)-x(t))

where, X(l) = measurement at time t
x(t) = prediction at time t

a = smoothing parameter

technique uses the historical traffic
smoothing model is described as the

(4)

(3)

4alma{r FiltEr: The Kalman filter estimates state variables using the state-space model for
dynamic and random processes. The dynamic system and slochastic prbcess (random
piocess) associated with Kalman flrltei can be'represented by a sys'tem of irrdinarv
tlifferential (or difference) equations describing the evolution over tinie of the state of i
physical system. Figure 2-shows the sequence -of Kalman filter variables in discrete time.
Kalman filter model improves state variable relatine to system of orediction. The linear
discrete-time dynamic system can be represented as tfi'e equ-ation (4). '

xk+l:Akxk+ a k stateeouation
zk : Hk xk + vk observatioh equation

where, xk+ I : state vector(nxl) at tk
l,t : transition matrix(nxn) from r,t to r /r+1
or t: white sequence(nxl)
zt : observation vector(mx l) at tk
I/t = connection vector(mxn) at r/r
v/r = observation enor(mxl)

Detector Data [t-5] Detector Data [t4]

Speed Speed

Detector Data [t-l]

Speed
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3.2 Mutti-Step Ahead Prediction Algorithm

A multi-step ahead prediction algorithm is developed using Kalman Filter.technique.that is

described iir the prdvious section. In the travel time predtctton- process, the travel tlme.or
iac6 tint< is to be predicted at the time step when the individual vehlcle passes thr.ougn tne

.J.-t*i,1i".lirit . f[" iiiuei time from the origin to the destination, then, is predicted-by

^aft"nirarii 
times of downstream links those are predicted by respective-step..a{lead. l.he

reouir?d time steps are varied depending on the travel- speeds ot.upstream llnxs or tne

;;r[;iir;'iili. if,J u^i"*ii""pi5rttie p"roposed algorithrir is describEd in the figure 3.
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Fieure 2. Representative Sequence of Kalman Filter Variables in Discrete Time

fruroirifliei S. AH;;[:;K;iman FiiGr fheory and Practice", Prentice Hall, 1993. p.l la)
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Current Method Proposed Algorithm

Figure 3. Description of Algorithm

The multi-steo ahead prediction algorithm is as follows:
$;ii;ftii'trrutiJn. EslimatJtraiet speeds of links at current time step t = 0.

ili[ i: S;itil;;t6 G o ana link nurirber k =0.
I;H i; irra"tiiii",i?ri"p t:ilift:-the time step required, to traversing.link k with thepleP '! H;J;iffi;t;6. prlaiii-tt" ipiia *dtte't avel time of lifik until total travel

;fi; fi.;;;;i,i to jint t i"aches to the time step t +r usingKalman Filter.
sten 3: dli;#iirk";iffit;; I-f[-;-t. Fiioiittt 

" 
travel time of lifik until total travelu'vP J' ;ffi ft.ffi;;ilt.; ih" iink 

-ti 
reactres to the time step t +r using Kalman Filter.

Step 4: Continue stepZ and 3 for all k.

r-I
t

,+I
t+2
f+3

r+i-i

o o o o o
I I I I I

o o o o o
I

I
I

I
+
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4. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

4.1 Data Collection

To test the feasibiliw of the alsorithm. it is necessary to obtain link travel time data in the
real world. In this stuav, the fink tavel time data for the test network were obtained by
convertins averase soofioeeds to the link travel times for the resDective test sections. Ttie
proposedilgoritfim ivas dpplied to an actual network to investigirte the performance. The
iesf netruor[ in this resedrth is a portion of the Olvmpic Exiressway in Seoul that is
comoosed of 7 sections divided bv 8^ bridses of Han river. The traffrc flow, occupancy, and
soot'soeed data of the test sections aricollected by 17 imaee detectors on-30-s-econd
iitervdl basis. The data are then aggregated on the ond-minute iiterval. Figure 4 shows the
fundamental method by which theSe variables are measured or estimated.

Lr L- La
i-------- |

dsual lmge lenglh

- occupancy = vehble bnrth * --9&Uhld-lgltt-X-&Slq-vehlcb speed whlcle speed

Figure 4. Measuring Method of Image Detector

The traffrc flow, occupancy, and spot speed data of the test sections were collected by
imase detectors ihat wbre ii3talled bn th'e sections of the test network. Table I represent3
the Imase detector locations of the test network. The historical data for the test irenvork
were collected on 28 May 6, I 0, I 1 and 1 8 June 1998. The historical data were required to
set up models tested in this research: (l) ARIMA model, and (2) Artificial Neural Network,
(3) Exponential Smoothing (4) Kalman Filter model (5) the Proposed Multi-Step ahead
Predictlon model.

Table l. Section Lengths and Detector Numbers of the Test Network

Section

Test Sections(from Youngdong to Seoul Bridge, l4.98km)

Youngdong
To

Sungsu

Sungsu
to

Dongho

Dongho
To

Hannam

Hannam
to

Banpo

Banpo
to

Dongjak

Dongjak
to

Hangang

Hangang
to

Seoul

Length 2.l2km 1.03km 1.17km 2.20krn 2.0lkm 2.55km 3.9km

Detector
Number #16,#t5 #13 #ll #9 #6 #4 #2
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4.2. Algorithm Evaluetion

4.2.1 Performance Measures

In this study, the performances of the four techniques -ry9E-co.-nlpared' 
The alsorithm

oerformance were tested in terms of performan";-F;1-3" ltenf-fME* Absolute Relative

ffi;;i:"il5i'fl%il'sd;;-ft;f ,"d rc pquaitv coeffriient)' rhe performance

measiri-es are difined as riquations (5-7).

MARE=lyl4tm- x(t)

MSE = 
I Lr(r)'m-

(s)

(6)

(7)

where is, e(t) = x711- ,rr,
x(r) = observeo value
xiri = Predicted value

4.2.2 P erformance of Short-term Prediction Algorithms

Table 2 reDresents the performance of ARIMA(2,0,9), 4-lay.ers artificial neural network,
;ffi;ti;I'#;ihil;.';J'K;l*un-ntteiroi ilr6 d6ia of the detector number 16. The

;d."rt #iRlM;'ile"ih;;r-'blii ofliyer of neural network were determingd.bv s.eygll

n:i*l,l"f +iAt*["V,ly*ffi$y*5i?Jr:_11hHT'fi:'*T,i"lXY",tli%$l#*'113;
i,ofia U" i iitaUte for predicting shg{-lenp travel speed.

A";il l;r";l' 
"f 

N4{E; MSEi*a ec *'. raqdn Filter techniqu" t' 
,'lt?t%i,l*Tf,,:?oihii technioues. The primary evaluation of this study, theretbre, show:

Lltiri"',lfillri"i" iiiii"^ui.i-f"ipi"aiiiine ihort+erm travel speeds. than other techniques'

The linl travel time can be obtafned by applying the.predlcted sp.e-e.d Io the approJnate llnK'

Thus. the soeed estimates were used for updating time step. and llnk numDer' Ilgures )-6
represent tht predicted values oftravel speeds for tbur technlques.

l'(')'I

Table2. Result of Prediction Technique

Prediction
Technique

MSE MARE EC

ARIMA(2,0,0) 28.85 0.086 0.954

Artificial Neural
Network

31.48 0.091 0.952

Exoonential
Sriroothing

29.r2 0.085 0.955

Kalman Filter 25.38 0.078 0.958
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Figure 5. Speed Distributiori Predicted by ARIMA(Detector #16)

Figure 6. Speed Distribution Predicted by Artificial Neural Network(Detector #16)
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Figure 7. Speed Distribution Predicted by Exponential Smoothing(Detector #16)

Figure 8. Speed Distribution Predicted by Kalman Filter(Detector #16)
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4.2.3 Performance of the Proposed Multi-Step ahead Algorithm

The results of the current one-step ahead and the proposed multi-step ahead algorithms
were comD.Ired asainst the observi:d speeds to determine whether the proposed algonthm
result moie consi-stent with the observtd speeds than the current algorithm for the travel
iimJ orediction. In this section. the speed edtimates of the one-step ahead and the proposed
multi'-steo ahead alsorithms were co-mpared because the link travel times can be estimated
bv ipolvine the pridicted sDeeds to tlie appropriate links. Figures 9 and l0 represent the
distiliuiion-s of the predictdd speeds and the observed speeds,- respectively at the section
between Banpo and Seoul briilge. It shows that the proposed algorithm produces more
reasonable results than the current algorithm.

8O

Figure 9. Comparison Observed Value with Current Method

Figure 10. Comparison Observed Value with Proposed Method

The reliability of the multi-step ahead spee! estimatel wqs tested by t-test and F-test. Table
3. Demonstrites a nart of th6 t-test aid F-test results for 7 detectors, especially for the
detector #2(Hanggairf to Seoul bridge section). The multi-^step ahead -speed estimates using
Kalman Filier #e're satisfied on si[nificance level 0.05 for one to 15 minute step ahead
predictions.

7:30 B:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
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Speed Estimate Degree ol
f'reedom T Statistic P(T<=t) t value

l-step ahead (t+l)
Sneed 476 -0.059 0.047 1.964

3-step ahead (t+3)
Speed

472 -0.050 0.040 1.965

5-step ahead (t+5)
Speed

468 -0.1 l0 0.048 1.965

l0-step ahead (t+10)
Soeed

458 -0.138 0.060 1.965

l5-step ahead (t+l ))
Sneed 448 -0.t23 0.050 1.965

Speed Estimate Degree ol
Freedom F Statistic P(F<=f) f value

l-step ahead (t+l)
Soeed

238 0.737 0.009 0.807

3-step ahead (t+3)
Sneed 236 0.768 0.021 0.807

5-step ahead (t+5)
Soeed

234 0.774 0.025 0.806

l0-step ahead (t+10)
Soeed

229 0.807 0.053 0.804

l5-step ahead (t+15)
Sneed 224 0.7s5 0.017 0.802

Table 4 reoresents the nerformances of the curient one-step ahead and the proposed multi-
step aheadaleorithms dt the sections from Youngdong to S-eoul bridge. In the MSE's value,
ttri'oroooiedhulti-step ahead aleorithm is supefror tdthe current one-step ahead algorithm.
Tlijeviluation of this'srudy. theiefore, showS that the proposed algorithm is more suitable
for oredictine short-term tiirvel speeds than the current algorithm. Figure I l. Represents
the irredicted-values of travel speeils for two algorithms.
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Table 3. t-test and F-test Results for the Multi-step ahead Speed Prediction(detector #2)

Table 4. MSE Comparison of the Current and the Proposed Algorithm

Section

Test Sections(from Youngdong to Seoul Bridge, l4.98km)

Youngdong
to

Sungsu

Sungsu
to

Dongho

Dongho
To

Hannam

Hannam
to

Banpo

Banpo
to

Dongiak

Dongiak
to

Hangang

Hangang
To

Seoul

Length 2.12krr:, l.03km l.lTkm 2.201$rL 2.01km 2.55km 3.9km

Detector
Number #16,#15 #13 #tt #9 #6 #4 #2

MSE of
Current

Algorithm
(step ahead)

21.85
(1)

23.29
(l)

43.41
(l)

43.70
(l)

59.65
(l)

60.63
(l)

67.t\
(l)

MSE of
Proposed
Algorithm

(step ahead)

r6.01
(l)

18.20
(2)

28.73
(4)

31.51
(6)

29.63
(8)

36.61
(l r)

27.61
(1 5)
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--+ Current lvl€thod

-{- Method ol lGlnan Filter usino Multi-ahead Forecasting

Youngdong- sungsu-
sungsu(#15) dongho(#13)

dongho-
hannan(#1 1 )

hannanF
banpo(*€)

banpo-
oonsiak(#6)

donOiak-
hanoang(#+)

hangang-
seoul(#2)

Figure 11. MSE Comparison of the Current and the Proposed Algorithm

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this studv. the Derformance of the ARIMA. Artificial Neural Network, Exponential
Smoothins. "aird Kalman Filter techniques were evaluated in terms of MARE, MSE and EC.
The orimirv evaluation of studv shows that Kalman Filter technique is more suitable for
oredictins Short+erm travel so6eds than other techniques. A multi-step ahead prediction
ilsorithm-usins Kalman Filtei was developed to prediit a short-term liirk traveliime. The
or-ooosed dsofithm was apnlied on a poriion of the Olympic Expressway in Seoul. The
bvaluation o-f this studv shbws that the'proposed algoritlim is mori: suitable for predicting
short-term collecting irocess and locat'ion transferability. To overcome these problems,
further research willt6 continued by the authors.
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